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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COMMISSIONER FOR CHILDREN  
AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

First Report � �Review of the 2007-2008 Annual Report of the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People� � Tabling 

MR M.P. WHITELY (Bassendean) [11.12 am]: I present for tabling the first report of the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People titled �Review of the 2007-2008 Annual 
Report of the Commissioner for Children and Young People�. 

[See paper 888.] 

Mr M.P. WHITELY: I am presenting this report to the Legislative Assembly, and this afternoon Hon Barbara 
Scott, the chairperson of the committee oversighting the operations of the Commissioner for Children and Young 
People, will be presenting the same report to the Legislative Council.  

The Commissioner for Children and Young People commenced in her position in December 2007 and presented 
her first annual report in November 2008. The report covers the period from December 2007 to June 2008, the 
first seven months of the operation of the children�s commissioner. One of the terms of reference of the 
committee that oversights the operations of the children�s commissioner is for the committee to examine the 
commissioner�s annual report and other reports.  

I will refer to the report in general towards the end of my contribution. I will go first to the two recommendations 
in the report. They are two significant recommendations that, on behalf of the committee, I urge the government 
to adopt as a priority. The effect of those two recommendations is, firstly, to remove from the commissioner the 
obligation to conduct working with children checks. I will outline the reasons behind that recommendation 
shortly. The second of the recommendations is that the government find a fairly modest amount of money to 
fund a biennial report to be prepared by the commissioner that, in effect, would be a report card on the wellbeing 
of Western Australian children. The committee unanimously believes that those two recommendations, if 
implemented, will be of enormous benefit to Western Australian children.  

The first recommendation is not self-explanatory and requires some explanation. It states � 

That the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 be amended to delete Clause 3 of 
Schedule 1. 

Clause 3 of schedule 1 of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006, which established the 
commissioner, has not been proclaimed. The purpose of clause 3 was to make consequential amendments to the 
Working With Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 and to transfer the responsibility for working 
with children checks from the Department for Child Protection, which currently administers those checks, to the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People. The report states � 

The Commissioner informed the Committee at the hearing that due to her initial emphasis being on the 
establishment of her role it was felt that the Working with Children Check would be a distraction. As 
such, the Commissioner secured agreement from the relevant Ministers to defer proclamation. Having 
now been in the role for over 12 months however, the Commissioner remains of the view that the 
screening function will present a significant administrative burden.  

The committee is of the same view and supports the commissioner�s view. The rationale for establishing the 
children�s commissioner was for her to be an independent advocate for children. The committee is convinced 
that proclamation of clause 3 of schedule 1 of the act will unduly impact on the commissioner�s other functions. 
It is the committee�s belief that the primary role of the children�s commissioner is to act as an advocate. As part 
of that role the Commissioner for Children and Young People has an obligation to be a watchdog on behalf of 
children and to oversight those agencies that are service deliverers for children. By undertaking working with 
children checks, the commissioner becomes in a very real sense a service deliverer in her own right. If there were 
a failure in the working with children checks system, the commissioner would no longer have the same 
legitimacy as that watchdog. Frankly, in her role she would be open to criticism for failure to deliver services 
appropriately. There is a duality of role that does not sit comfortably.  

The committee visited the New South Wales Commissioner for the Commission on Children and Young People 
in Sydney, Gillian Calvert. NSW has in place a model that the legislation currently provides; that is, that the 
state�s children�s commissioner currently undertakes working with children checks on behalf of the government. 
She thinks that is a good thing. Her rationale is that providing a valuable service for government gives her a good 
relationship with government; therefore, she has the ear of government. The committee considered that there is 
some merit in her argument, but it balanced that against the considerations that in becoming a service deliverer, 
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this state�s children�s commissioner might be open to criticism and it could diminish her capacity to have that 
genuine oversight role.  

Mr C.C. Porter: Did the joint standing committee decide that it was a good or bad thing to have the children�s 
commissioner subsume the checking of children?  

Mr M.P. WHITELY: It considered it to be a bad thing.  

Mr C.C. Porter: Was that the majority or minority view? 

Mr M.P. WHITELY: It was a unanimous view.  

The committee said that there was some merit in Gillian Calvert�s argument, but it was not convinced. Concern 
was expressed about the capacity to deflect from the commissioner�s overall function. Her focus may be more on 
a service deliverer in ensuring that the working with children checks are done appropriately. I have a concern 
that there is a danger that in becoming a service deliverer she may be open to criticism that may reflect on her 
capacity to perform that key advocacy role. There are also concerns that the sheer volume of work involved 
could see the children�s commissioner�s advocacy role overwhelmed by the necessary work.  

The committee�s second recommendation, which is a little more self-explanatory, states � 

That the state government resources the Commissioner for Children and Young People to facilitate 
development of a biennial report on the state of Western Australia�s children. Outcomes measured 
should include health, economic wellbeing, education, safety and community engagement. Specific 
measures could include: rates of hospitalisation; extent of homelessness; school attendance rates; 
perceptions of safety; and civic participation rates. 

During the hearings conducted with the commissioner, she stated that it was her opinion that outcomes about 
children�s wellbeing are not well measured in this state, that detailed information is lacking and that it would be 
a great advantage to instigate a process similar to that conducted in Victoria; namely, every two years detailed 
data about the wellbeing of Western Australian children would be collected. The commissioner identified that 
she would require an extra $500 000 over her normal budget to conduct this function. The committee has 
communicated directly to the relevant ministers that it believes that the money would be well spent; however, I 
wish to reinforce that message today. 

The committee�s second recommendation is that $500 000 be provided, a fairly modest amount of money, to set 
up the initial processes and to fund the development of the report-gathering mechanisms. That report would not 
be prepared every year. The committee recommends that it be prepared every two years, which is, I think, more 
reasonable, because it gives a reasonable time frame in which to judge the success or failure of the initiatives that 
are being implemented. As I have said, this sort of approach has been adopted in Victoria. It is the committee�s 
view that that sort of detailed information about the state of Western Australian children would be of enormous 
benefit. Children are the most vulnerable members of our community; however, that is often said as a throwaway 
line. I think reporting in this way will, for a modest amount of resources, make a valuable contribution to the 
establishment of a mechanism by which government and society in general can be made accountable for the way 
they deal with children. The proposed biennial report would be a marvellous innovation. Obviously we hope 
there is funding for that report in today�s budget. If the $500 000 requested for the Commissioner for Children 
and Young People is funded in today�s budget, we would have to commend the actions of the government, as 
well as highly commend the speed of its response. However, the funding may not be included as an initiative in 
today�s budget, and in that case the committee urges the government to take all possible steps to find the 
$500 000.  

As I have said, kids are the most vulnerable members of our community. They do not have the capacity to make 
important decisions about their lives, they do not have the opportunity to participate as part of the political 
process and they do not get the opportunity to pressure parliamentarians and governments when appropriate 
services are not being delivered. Obviously there are good reasons for that�the most obvious being their 
immaturity. Nonetheless, it is important that children have a voice and the primary function of the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People is to talk to and consult with children and to advocate on their behalf.  

It is not appropriate for the government to respond to the committee�s recommendation by saying that the budget 
is tight, there is a global financial crisis and $500 000 is not doable because it cannot find that amount of money, 
and then ask the Commissioner for Children and Young People to find the money in her existing budget. The 
Commissioner for Children and Young People�s existing budget does not have the capacity to prepare this 
report. I suggest that the commissioner is the appropriate authority to prepare this information; however, to ask 
the commissioner to prepare this report within the scope of her existing budget would, I believe, impose an 
unreasonable burden on the commissioner. Hopefully that funding is allocated in today�s budget, but if it is not, I 
urge the government to find this modest amount as quickly as possible.  
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Other aspects highlighted by this report include a review of the Commissioner for Children and Young People�s 
performance during the first seven months of operation. Obviously during the first seven months of this new and 
valuable position, a lot of energy has been expended on establishing the office and relationships with key 
stakeholders. However, the report notes that part 5 of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 
2006 gives the commissioner the power to conduct special inquiries. Those inquiries are into systemic failures 
rather than into the specific circumstances of individual children. The commissioner has the capacity to look at 
systemic failure rather than undertake a forensic examination of individual cases, although those individual cases 
help to make up the total picture.  

The commissioner has not chosen to undertake any such inquiries in the first seven months. The rationale offered 
by the commissioner is that she wants to conduct inquiries in a cooperative manner and would initiate inquiries 
off her own bat if she thought there was a genuine and serious issue that was not being addressed elsewhere. As 
an example of needs being met elsewhere, the commissioner highlighted the Auditor General�s performance 
examination of the juvenile justice system. Although the commissioner thought it an important area for inquiry, 
she was happy to let the Auditor General take on that function. Although the commissioner has as yet chosen not 
to instigate an inquiry, I do not think that means she will not do so at some stage in the future.  

It is also worthy to note that under its terms of reference, the committee has the capacity to examine reports 
made by the commissioner, including reports on the findings of any special inquiries. Like the commissioner, the 
committee has not investigated or made any inquiries, except for the review of the commissioner�s annual report, 
which the committee is obligated to conduct. The committee has the capacity to look at specific aspects of any 
reports prepared by the Commissioner for Children and Young People. It is fair to say that this is a new 
committee and that its role is evolving, and the role of the commissioner is also evolving. I would imagine that if 
the sensible initiative outlined in recommendation 2�whereby we introduce a system of reporting on the 
wellbeing of children in which a report is prepared by the children�s commissioner�were funded and 
established, the committee would have lots of opportunities to pick up on issues raised in the Commissioner for 
Children and Young People�s biennial report. It may be that the committee has the opportunity to pick up on 
aspects of future reports. If for example education attainment standards or school attendance rates go backwards, 
that might be something the committee would have the capacity to examine. However, that is an emerging and 
evolving function of both the committee and the commissioner. 

It is probably also of interest to members that the committee has put a bit of effort into identifying a strategic 
plan for the committee�s operations. Section 2.4 of the report identifies issues the committee might consider over 
the next 12 months. I will not outline them all, but some of the things that we will need to look at include the 
development and implementation of the commissioner�s five-year strategic plan. Certainly, we will closely look 
at the progress of initiatives in public policy areas such as early childhood and the wellbeing of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children. Under the act, the commissioner has a special obligation to review those matters. 
We will also look at the focus on children by agencies in the delivery of mainstream services.  

The commissioner has also highlighted that she is seeking to establish an assessment tool by which she can 
evaluate the impact of any new legislation on children. In addition, she is looking to assist government agencies 
to make their complaints management systems more responsive to children. They are all matters that the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People will focus on in the forthcoming 12 months, and they are 
certainly matters that the committee will review in its oversight role. 

Before I finish, I thank my fellow members of the committee: Carolyn Burton, MLC, member for the North 
Metropolitan Region, who is leaving us after a short stay but has made a valuable contribution to the committee; 
and the member for Kingsley, who I think has made a very valuable and promising start to her committee work. I 
especially thank the chairperson of the committee, Hon Barbara Scott. It is fair to say that this is her baby. 
Barbara is in the chamber. I think she has two weeks left in her parliamentary career, and it is fitting that one of 
the last things she will do in the other place is table the committee�s first report reviewing the operations of the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People. It is fair to say that without her advocacy there would not be a 
children�s commissioner, and she deserves tremendous congratulations for that. It is a lesson for new members 
of this chamber to learn that they do not have to be a minister in their parliamentary career to make a real 
difference on issues. Barbara has chosen the advocacy and protection of children�s rights as her pet issue, and 
she has made an enormous contribution to children. I wholeheartedly endorse the work that she has done to help 
establish the office of the commissioner and the work that she has done on issues such as the mandatory 
reporting of sexual abuse. I think she deserves the praise of all Western Australians. 

I also thank Ms Dawn Dickinson, the principal research officer of the committee. Dawn, like all the 
parliamentary staff I have encountered in my committee work, provides excellent service. She is competent, 
capable and measured and has a very strong capacity for research. I thank Dawn for her services. I commend the 
report to the house. 
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MS A.R. MITCHELL (Kingsley) [11.31 am]: I am also a member of the Joint Standing Committee on the 
Commissioner for Children and Young People and I wish to speak to the report. My points may reflect those of 
the previous speaker, but I believe it is important that we take a different approach to matters. 

There are a number of firsts with this report, since the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 
was passed. This is the first review of the first annual report compiled by the first Commissioner for Children 
and Young People in Western Australia. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the previous members of 
Parliament who supported the establishment of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act. It 
certainly has provided a sound basis for securing a very positive future for children and young people in our 
state, and that is one of the major features of the legislation. It certainly is a privilege to serve on the Joint 
Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People. I would like to comment on a 
number of issues.  
The office of the Commissioner for Children and Young People has only recently been established, and the 
report covers seven months of its operations. Establishing such an office can take a considerable amount of time, 
and I certainly commend the commissioner for the very professional way in which she has not only established 
the physical office, but also selected the people who work within the office. It has been reassuring that since the 
report has been released, the commissioner has shifted her office to a location that is much more accessible to 
most people and is also easily accessible by public transport. I also acknowledge the extensive travel around the 
state that the commissioner has undertaken in her first seven months. She has not just sat in her office getting the 
office systems organised; she has met with many agencies and groups of people. She has certainly met with a 
large number of stakeholders. But, more importantly, she has spent a lot of time with children and young people, 
listening and talking to them. 
Another key role that the commissioner has undertaken is strategically positioning the new role of the 
commissioner within the state of Western Australia and the relevant organisations. She has worked tirelessly to 
get around to all the government departments and organisations that have an impact on children and young 
people. 
The commissioner also has a very keen desire to develop guidelines to encourage the participation of children 
and young people within organisations, particularly government departments. People often make decisions about 
children without having spent the time to find out what children and young people think or the best way to get 
information through to them. These guidelines will be very well received by many agencies. As the previous 
speaker mentioned, the most important aspect of the role of the commissioner is to provide the opportunity for 
children and young people to have a voice in Western Australia. That advocacy is absolutely critical. 
Another important aspect of the commissioner�s role is her holistic approach to early childhood development. 
The approach taken should not just be a bit here and a bit there; the total picture of early childhood development 
is critical in effecting a positive future for children. 

The points that I have raised certainly have not been finalised. These things do not happen overnight; it is an 
ongoing process. I recognise the work that has been done in the initial period. Certainly, the children of Western 
Australia will be the beneficiaries of this work. I look forward to overseeing the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People in the next 12 months and, in particular, seeing further progress made in the initiatives in public 
policy areas, in the assessment tool to facilitate and evaluate the legislation, and in the engagement of children 
and young people in the work of government agencies. 

As the previous speaker mentioned, there are two recommendations in the report, but I will not go into them in 
great detail. Essentially, clause 3 of schedule 1 of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 2006 
should be deleted. After considerable investigation, the committee is convinced that the proclamation in the 
future of that part of the act will unduly impact on the commissioner�s other functions, and the committee would 
like that to be attended to as soon as possible. The commissioner also should be appropriately resourced to 
develop a report on the state of Western Australia�s children. 

I also take this opportunity to acknowledge my fellow committee members. I certainly support the words of the 
previous speaker about our chairperson, Hon Barbara Scott, MLC. She must leave Parliament pleased with the 
legislation that she has been so active in establishing and influencing. I congratulate her on that work. I also 
thank Martin Whitely, MLA, and Hon Carolyn Burton, MLC. I also acknowledge the professional work of 
Ms Dawn Dickinson, our principal research officer. 
 


